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Members at the Christmas Social sharing a tale. Who enjoyed his party on the 
21st November 2009?  

       
 

  
 

Members being entertained by vocalist Harry Hay It certainly looks like they were having a good time 



BRANCH  PRESIDENT 

  

 
Major John Lilley 

 
Sitting in the sun at the end of an Autumn break, and writing these notes as October draws to 
a close, ready fro Annie’s December edition of ‘The Centurion’, it is difficult to remember that 
you will be reading them in mid-winter, at the end of another year. 
 
The end of anything is always a good time to look back at what has happened, what we have  
(or have not) achieved, what we expected (or feared or hoped) was going to happen and 
never did and so on.  It is also a good time to look forward, and make plans for the coming 
period, and possibly to make a few ‘Resolutions’ (I might try, once again t do that though I 
cannot claim any successes, in living up to them in the past! But you have to try, don’t you?) 
 
So looking back, what have we achieved?  As a Branch, I think that we have achieved quite a 
lot.  We have settled back into what we have come to regard as our ‘home’ – 156 Company’s 
mess, now very tastefully refurbished and as welcoming as ever, and we are most grateful for 
that; we gave had a number of new members join us and we welcome every one of them; we 
have had excellent attendances at our monthly meetings; and most important of all, I have a 
very strong feeling that members really enjoy these monthly gatherings – at least there always 
seems to be plenty of chat and laughter, and that is surely a good sign.  Also, apart from these 
monthly meetings I think that other social functions during the year can be judged as having 
been successful, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all who have had a hand 
arranging them. I was particularly pleased that our Annual Memorial Service in Colchester 
Park was so well supported, I regard this as a very important date on the Branch calendar, 
and long may it continue, for after all, ‘We Will Remember Them’ is not just something that we 
say, it is the main reason for the existence of the Association, isn’t it? 
 
Looking forward, I hope that  we can maintain such and active and enthusiastic Branch 
throughout the coming year, and that we shall continue to enjoy social events, proposed and 
organised by as wide a variety of members as possible. I have always believed strongly that 
the more members who are actively involved (in no matter how small a way) in the running of 
any Association, the better it is for that Association.  I am quite sure that that is better than 
having too much influence in too few hands – that I have always felt is the surest way to the 
beginning of the end of any Association.  New or different ideas and a bit of fresh blood now 
and again, all help to keep any group alive, and on it’s toes. 
 
Well, having got all of that off my chest, it remains only for me to thank al of those members 
who have worked so hard for our Branch during the last year, and to wish them, and everyone 
of our members, and their wives, husbands and families a very  Merry Christmas and a Happy 
and Peaceful New Year. 
 
Best wishes to you all from Marion and from me, we hope that 2010 will be a good year for us 
all. 
 
Good luck to you all in the days ahead. 
  

John A Lilley 



   CHAIRMAN 

  

 
     Tom Wright 

Dear Members  
Chairman’s Report November 2009 

 

Since our last report, we have had our Annual General Meeting, a trip to 
the Arboretum by 26 members of the Branch.  The Annual Dedication of the 
MBVA Stone in Castle Park Colchester. Representatives attended the 
Ceremony of remembrance in the Garden of Remembrance at 156 Provo 
Barracks in Colchester.  And finally a Trip to Horse Guards in London 
for the Trooping of the Colour. 
 

Re-dedication of our Stone in Castle Park Colchester was carried out in 
August 2009 Clive McGrath carried our Standard; Jim Nicholson played a 
Lament during the service. As in past years, the dedication was well 
attended by Branch Members, 
 

The branch organised a visit to the Arboretum for 26 members of the 
Branch and their friends    The weekend was a total success I must thank 
Ken Jackson for all the organisation of the weekend.  It was a weekend 
to remember 
 

Since the death of the six members of 156 Military Police personnel, a 
Garden of Remembrance was created by Russell Dick and other members of 
the Branch.  On the Anniversary of the killings, 156 Military Police 
have organised a day of remembrance attended by families and members of 
the Military Police.   This Ceremony was also supported by members of 
the Branch.  I would like to thank Russell Dick and his colleagues 
despite their ages they still look after the day to day maintenance of 
the garden,   if any member wishes to give a helping hand, please talk 
with Russell. 
 

Jim Nicholson ably assisted by other members organised a party to attend 
one of the rehearsals of the Trooping of the Colours at horse guards 
Parade in London.   A great day was had by all.   The coach stopped at a 
restaurant for dinner on the way back from London.   The Branch would 
like to wish Jim Nicholson all the best since becoming an in Pensioner 
at Chelsea Hospital. 
 

Finally I would like to offer you all a Very Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year.  

 
 

An elderly couple was on a cruise and it was really stormy. 
They were standing on the back of the boat watching the moon, when a wave came up and 
washed the old woman overboard. 
They searched for days and couldn't find her. So the captain sent the old man home with the 
promise that he would notify him as soon as they found something. 
Three weeks went by and finally the old man got a fax from the ship. 
It read: "Sir, sorry to inform you, we found your wife had died in the ocean. We hauled her up to 
the deck, and found an oyster attached to her butt. Inside it was a pearl worth $50,000. 
Please advise?" 
The old man faxed back: Send me the pearl and re-bait the trap! 
 



The Secretary 

 
Graham Reeves 

 

Dear Members 
 
It’s that that time again when I have to tie up Membership with Subscriptions, to keep the 
National Treasurer happy.  I am pleased to say that ninety percent of you are on the ball, the 
other ten percent, ‘twenty seven’ members are awaiting my phone call to give them a 
personal invitation to pay their annual fees. 
 
I have found doing this has been a very interesting part of my job as it allows me the 
opportunity to talk to Members and find out a little about them and their service time.  
Having said that, I am grateful to those who have already sent this year’s subscriptions, so 
please don’t wait for a phone call.  I wouldn’t have enough time to call the entire 
membership.   
 
We have kept our Branch Membership to around two hundred and seventy again this year, 
with new members replacing the few that have resigned or who have passed away. 
 
I would like to thank those members who helped with the ‘Rosette Petition’ we managed to 
send over four hundred signatures in. 
 
My wife Gill and I would like to wish you all a Happy and Healthy 2010. 
 
Regards 
 
Graham 

 
 
While stitching up the hand of a 75-year-old Devon farmer (who cut it on 
a gate while working cattle), the rural doctor strikes up a conversation 
with the old man. Eventually the topic gets around to Gordon Brown and 
his appointment as Prime Minister.  
  
“Well, you know,” drawls the old farmer, “this Brown fellow is what they 
call a fence-post tortoise.”  
  
Not being familiar with the term, the doctor asks him what a fence-post 
tortoise is.  
  

  

The old farmer says, “when you’re driving along a Devon lane and you 
come across a fence post with a tortoise balanced on top, that’s called 
a fence-post tortoise.”  
  
The old farmer sees a puzzled look on the doctor’s face, so he continues 
to explain, “You know he didn’t get up there by himself, he definitely 
doesn’t belong up there, he doesn’t know what to do while he is up 
there, looks a complete pillock and you just have to wonder what kind of 
idiot put him up there in the first place.”  



The Editor 

 
 

Annie Burden 
 

Firstly let me apologise for not getting this newsletter out before Christmas but I was 
waiting for some photos for the front page but they did not arrive and then other things 
took over. 
 
My thanks all those members that have contributed to this newsletters.  A special 
thanks go to, George Morgan, John Lilley, David Webb, Peter Steward and Gordon 
Beare for their contributions.  I always seem to miss some ones name off, so if I have 
sorry but thank you anyway. 
 
We now have a Branch Polo shirt with embroidered badge that can be purchase from 
Maureen McGrath at a cost of £10.00 any size and colour. Please contact Maureen on 
01255 421475 to order or for further information. 
 
I would like your comments on weather you would like to continue to receive this 
newsletter twice a year or would be happy to receive it once a year as contributions 
are very far and between. I am sure that you all have stories to tell, it doesn’t matter 
how long or short but would add to interesting reading by members who are unable to 
attend meetings.  For those that have email I would appreciate them this way as it 
saves me typing them out, but legible longhand is acceptable.  
 
For those that haven’t yet visited our new Branch website the address is 
http://www.nmbvacolchesterbranch.co.uk  
 
I would like to wish you all a belated Happy and Healthy New Year 
Annie  
 

An elderly couple was on a cruise and it was really stormy. 
They were standing on the back of the boat watching the moon, when a wave came up and 
washed the old woman overboard. 

They searched for days and couldn't find her. So the captain sent the old man home with the 
promise that he would notify him as soon as they found something. 

Three weeks went by and finally the old man got a fax from the ship. 
It read: "Sir, sorry to inform you, we found your wife had died in the ocean. We hauled her up to 
the deck, and found an oyster attached to her butt. Inside it was a pearl worth $50,000. 
Please advise?" 

The old man faxed back: Send me the pearl and re-bait the trap! 

 
 

 

  
Correspondence to the Editor – Annie Burden, 44 Meadgate Avenue, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, CM2 7LQ 

or e-mail Hcontact@nmbvacolchesterbranch.co.ukH

http://www.nmbvacolchesterbranch.co.uk/


  

MIND OVER MATTER 
By George Morgan 

It was hot.  It was dusty, and the time was approximately 11.30am.  My Battalion were 
returning from operations in Nyasaland (now Malawi) via Mozambique, to our base 
outside Bulawayo in what was then Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). 
In the late 1950’s before the completion of the Kariba and Cahora Bassa dams began their 
calming influences on the Zambesi River, crossing the waterway meant a bumpy 45 minute 
ferry crossing at Tete.  It was, therefore, necessary to split the battalion into ‘packets’ that 
would move independently from the crossing point to a place near the Mozambique / 
Rhodesia border where we would re-assemble.  This packet in which I travelled comprised 
half a dozen vehicles – 3- ton troop carriers and two Landrovers carrying in all abut forty 
African troops (Askaris) and two European sergeants – the medical sergeant and myself.  We 
decided to pull into the side of the dirt road for a break.  As soon as we got out of our 
vehicles, one of the soldiers came over to us to tell us one of the men was acting ‘very oddly’.  
We went over to see and found a man bathed in sweat, and althought we were all soaked in 
sweat – the Zambesi valley being what it is – it was as if he had been standing under a 
shower.  He was tearing off his uniform as if he was plagued by red ants.  All the while he was 
mumbling incoherently and rolling his eyes.  His friend stood well back in a circle making no 
attempt to help him.  The medic, an old ‘Africa hand’, seemed to recognise straight away 
what the trouble was.  ‘He’s been got at by a witch doctor,’ he told me.  ‘Give me a hand.’  
He quickly outlined his plan which was, pure and simply, to overpower the man and get him 
on the ground.  This proved much easier said than done!  Not only was the soldier of excellent 
physique, the spell had evidently empowered his muscles to such a degree it was as much as 
the two of us could do to subdue him.  To have asked for help from the other Askaris would 
have been a waste of time as they were frightened stiff of having any of the witch doctor’s 
curse rub off on them if they became involved.  The medical sergeant was, luckily, able to 
converse with the man in Ndebele though it took a while to make sense of what the soldier 
said between his ravings. 
It turned out that during our presence in Nyasaland, the man had become a little too friendly 
with one of the young maidens of Kraal, and this had apparently upset her boyfriend. The 
boyfriend, for one reason or another, not wishing to confront the soldier, paid a witch doctor 
to put a  curse on his rival.  This was done and the soldier made aware of it. 
The curse was that midday, the soldier would drop dead.  It was now getting close to the 
‘dead-line’ (I couldn’t resist the pun!)  While we struggled to keep the man on the ground, the 
medic dashed off to the Landrover and returned with a box of pills.  ‘We’ve got to get his 
mouth open,’ he told me.  Once again, not exactly the easiest of tasks and much like prising 
open a bear trap while the bear was in it! 
After more wrestling, we forced his jaw open and the medic popped in an aspirin, forcing him 
to swallow it. 
This is when I thought the episode became even more strange. 
‘This is stronger muti (medicine) than the witch doctor’s. This is stronger muti than the witch 
doctor’s’. The medical sergeant repeated this several times close to the man’s ear while 
ensuring the man didn’t spit out the pill. 
Amazingly, the soldier’s struggle subsided, and gradually his eyes focussed on things around 
him.  A few minutes later we released him and he was soon up and dressing himself in his 
uniform.  His friends, however, maintained a respectful distance. 
‘If we hadn’t forced that aspirin down his throat,’ the medic said to me, ‘he would have 
dropped dead at the appointed time.  I’ve seen the power of witch doctors before, but half 
the results are brought on by the victims themselves – self hypnosis.’ 
Ten minutes later we were back on the dusty road as if noting out of the ordinary had 
happened.  It was just after midday. 



Peter Steward’s contribution  
 
 

  

           
 

Air Minister makes tour of inspection in Malaya. 

 
 
 
 
 

Live chickens in baskets are pictured 
here being prepared by No. 55 
Company (Air Dispatch) RASC for 
dropping by parachute to Muslims who 
spent their Heri Raya in the jungle. The 
chickens were airlifted from Kuala 
Lumpur Airport  - Malaya Mail Picture 

Lord De L’Isle and Dudley, VC (right), 
Air Minister, wiping his face with a 
handkerchief  as he moved off  into the 
jungle during his tour of R.A.F units in 
Malaya recently.  With him were Flt. Lt. 
Foden.  The Air Minister who flew deep 
into the jungle territory by helicopter, 
observed the R.A.F.’s role in the campaign 
against terrorists.  

55 Coy R.A.S.C. (A.D) 
Escorted C.T’s being shown 
round the camp packing sheds 
September  1955 

 
 
 

        
 Bristol Freighter K.L Airfield 
 
 
 
 

55 Coy R.A.S.C, (A.D) View of camp 
from billets.  Foreground packing shed and 
parade ground. Centre company offices 
Air Supply offices front right.  Rear K.L 
airfield runway. 

Penang Funicular railway 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Army court may go into jungle 
The joint Army-RAF court of inquiry into the premature aerial bombing of a jungle target in Negri 
Sembilan, resulting in the deaths of two security forces and the injuring of seven others continues today.  It 
is likely that the court will visit the site next week. 
The inquiry opened yesterday and according to an Army spokesman might take several days. This morning 
the names of the dead and injured were released in Kuala Lumpur. 
The two dead are Captain M.A Wright of the Devonshire Regiment who was attached to No 7 Ground 
Liaison section: and Driver E Halliwell Royal Signals.  Both were killed instantly when the bombs fell on 
them while rigging markers to lead the bombers on to their target. 
The injured were Lance-Cpl. H.J. Mawson RASC also attached to No. 7 Ground Liaison section: 
Signalman D. Daniels, Royal Signals; Lance-Cpl W Cotterell RASC; Lance-Cpl K R Haw Royal Signals; 
and Gurkha Rifleman Siridhoj Rai. 
Anther two British Soldiers who suffered superficial injuries have been discharged from hospital.  Their 
names were not disclosed. 

 



  

BATANG KALI MASSACRE 
With the release of secret documents allow the real story of the Batang Kali massacre to be told? 
Malaya, 1948. In one of the most controversial incidents in British military history, 24 unarmed civilians were killed 
by a platoon of Scots Guards. Now the release of secret documents means the real story may be told at last 
In her recurring nightmare Tham Yong's fiancé is calling her from the spirit world to go back to the river to look for 
survivors. She can see the pained expression on his face and his outstretched arms beckoning her to return to the scene 
of a massacre that wiped out every adult male in their village. 
The images which still haunt the 78-year-old grandmother are as vivid now as they were when Britain's colonial war 
in Malaya first broke upon this small settlement of Chinese rubber-tree tappers, 45 miles north-west of the capital, 
Kuala Lumpur. "I have other bad dreams too," says Tham Yong. "I dream that the British want to kill me. I tell them 
that we are good people, we are all innocent, but the soldiers just keep repeating that we must be bad people and we 
must die."  
Just three years after the end of the Second World War, Commonwealth forces were again heavily engaged in a bitter 
jungle war – this time against a small army of Chinese communists whose attacks on Britain's industry and rubber-tree 
plantations threatened to overthrow colonial rule.  
Sixty-one years later, Tham Yong says she cannot forget the night a patrol of 16 Scots Guards crept into her village in 
search of an elusive enemy whose hit-and-run tactics had won them early successes over the much larger British 
forces. Acting on military and local intelligence, the patrol had been briefed that settlements around Batang Kali were 
being used as a "bandit" supply centre. When the soldiers left the village on the afternoon of 12 December 1948, 24 
Chinese civilians, including Tham Yong's fiancé, were dead. All were unarmed and all had been shot while trying to 
escape. There were no wounded and it was thought that there had been no survivors.  
These facts were largely undisputed at the original inquiry. But the circumstances in which the Guardsmen opened 
fire with such devastating results remain hotly contested. The British Army has always maintained that the soldiers 
fired when the men ran away.  
But there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that the shootings at Batang Kali were in fact a pre-planned 
massacre carried out in cold blood either as part of a covert shoot-to-kill policy or out of a determination to take 
revenge for the killing of three British soldiers executed during a communist ambush a few days earlier. Two 
unsatisfactory investigations, one in 1948 and a second in 1970, have failed to settle these two very different accounts.  
Now secret documents uncovered by lawyers acting for the families of the victims of Balang Kali have prompted the 
British Government to take a fresh look at the possibility of opening a third and full inquiry into the alleged massacre. 
One set of papers reveals that the British authorities in Malaya in 1948 had considered a proposal for introducing a 
policy of mass executions to deter Chinese civilians from aiding the insurgents. A second batch of correspondence 
shows how an attempt in 1970 by Scotland Yard to investigate Batang Kali was undermined by Foreign Office advice 
given to the then Director of Public Prosecutions which warned that any Chinese witnesses would be unreliable and 
likely to make up accounts to support claims for compensation.  
Today, the site of the killing – a 15-acre clearing in the forest – has changed radically. The rubber trees which fringed 
the settlement have been replaced by more profitable palm oil plantations and there is no trace of the kongsis 
[traditional meeting halls]. A new development of lu 
 
 
xury housing overlooks the area. But the river and the British-built bridge are as they were when the soldiers arrived 
at the village 61 years ago.  
Tham Yong still lives close to Batang Kali, where she enjoys the company of her grandchildren, many of whom have 
gathered in her simple four-room bungalow to celebrate the recent engagement of her grandson. But it is with mixed 
emotions that she approaches this family occasion – for her own betrothal to Zhang Shi, a young rubber-tree tapper, 
was brutally cut short when British soldiers gunned him down along with 23 other men in the attack on Batang Kali.  
Her anger seems as raw today as it was 61 years ago, when as a 17-year-old she found herself being questioned by 
British soldiers about her alleged involvement in the communist insurgency. Now crippled and confined to a 
wheelchair, it is evident that life has not been easy for her. Lifting a plaster covering a small hole in her throat, she 
explains that her croaky voice is the result of an 18-year battle with oesophageal cancer.  
"I can still see the faces of the British soldiers. When I heard the shots I knew none of the village men would survive. 
The way in which they were killed was so pitiful. I don't think there has been a day since the soldiers came that I have 
not thought about what they did to him."  
Tham Yong was born in Gaozhou, in China's Guang-Dong Province, in 1931. When she was four her family sent her 
to Malaya – now part of Malaysia – to live with relatives working in the profitable rubber plantations which were 
helping to prop up the British Empire just before the start of the Second World War.  
Under Chinese custom, when Tham Yong reached the age of 14, she was sold to the family of Zhang Shi as his 
fiancé. A few months before the end of the war Zhang Shi and his extended family moved to the Sungai Rimoh 
Rubber Estate, which was located in Batang Kali in the district of Selangor. The plantation was owned by a well-



  

known British planter, Thomas Menzies, who provided Chinese rubber tappers and their families with a place to 
sleep, food and a meagre wage in return for working on his 650-acre estate. In those days, the simple accommodation 
for the Chinese tappers at Batang Kali was arranged around three communal huts. Working conditions were tough, 
especially for the women, who were expected to do their fair share of rubber tapping as well as to clean and cook and 
bring up their children.  
In the early evening of 11 December 1948, Tham Yong was chopping firewood in one of the huts. She remembers 
how the peace was shattered by the arrival of the British patrol: "The British soldiers came into the kongsi with two 
Chinese detectives and a Malay detective. The detectives were also armed. One of the Chinese detectives shouted at 
us to stop what we were doing and go outside. The soldiers were pointing their guns at us ... They pushed us outside."  
Later that evening the huts were full of women and children. "My mother-in-law and I were forcibly herded by the 
British soldiers to another kongsi," she recalls.  
Ominously, the British soldiers had separated the men and held them in another hut. Tham Yong says she started to 
cry, prompting an exchange with one of the detectives. "Don't cry, I'm not arresting you," the Chinese detective told 
her, trying to calm the women. Tham Yong asked: "If you are not arresting us, why are you dragging us out? You ask 
me whether I have seen any communists – I don't even know what they look like. Even if you kill me, I can't tell you 
anything because I haven't seen them. You said that there are many communists in the area. But I haven't seen any – 
I've just seen rubber tapping."  
As she stood outside, she says she overheard a conversation between Luo Hui-Nan, one of the male tappers, and a 
detective. She claims that when the soldiers discovered he was in possession of a permit to collect durian, the 
distinctive Malay fruit with a pungent smell, they automatically assumed he must be using it secretly to supply the 
communists.  
"One of the British soldiers said he was a bad man. 'Take him away and shoot him,' he said. 'Tell him to go over by 
the wood pile and tell him to stand up straight.' When he stood up straight he was shot in the back. They left his body 
on the road just in front of me."  
Next the soldiers turned their attention to Chong Foong, the brother of Tham Yong's fiancé, who was standing over 
the body. One of the Chinese detectives demanded to know whether he knew Luo Hui-Nan. When Foong said he did 
know him, the detective took his revolver and fired three shots close to his head to try to scare him. Chong Foong 
fainted and collapsed on the ground. An attempt to bring him round by pouring cold water over him failed, so he was 
carried back into the kongsi and slung over a wooden bench.  
Chong Foong later attributed the fact that his life was saved to his loss of consciousness. He was the only tapper 
among the 25 men rounded up by the Scots Guards that night to survive the killings.  
Early the next morning, Tham Yong remembers British soldiers ordering her fiancé and the other men locked inside 
the other hut to move down the stairs and assemble outside. She recalls: "They were all unarmed, and dressed in their 
working clothes. They were walking, and not running away at all. I saw the men being led out into different groups 
and all of a sudden I heard gunshots from about five different places nearby. After the firing stopped, the soldiers set 
fire to all three kongsis. They poured kerosene on the wooden parts of the huts and then fired shots at them to start the 
fire. We were then driven away from the village."  
Wong Then Loy, now 69, was only nine years old when he was told by his father, the local gravedigger, to 
accompany him to Batang Kali. It was a week after the shooting and the scene confronting the father-and-son 
gravediggers was deeply shocking. This is the first time Wong Then Loy has told his story.  
"The police had given us some cloth treated with chemicals to put over our faces, so we knew whatever we found was 
going to be bad," he recalls. "When we got there I remember the stench of the flesh. There were three bodies across 
the other side of the river, then another three on our side. The others were scattered over the site. All the bodies had 
started to decompose and some of them had been badly burnt. They were in such a bad state that it was impossible to 
say how they had been killed."  
One of the corpses was grotesquely disfigured. Wong Then Loy says the body of the rubber tappers' supervisor, Lin 
Tian Shui, was missing his head. "We were told to go and look for his head downstream ... but after a few hours of 
looking, we couldn't find it."  
Wong Then Loy's account of a decapitated body corroborates stories of a grim method employed by British patrols 
hunting Chinese communist fighters at this time. Because the soldiers had to march deep into the jungle to engage the 
enemy, it was difficult to carry the bodies back for identification. Instead they got used to bringing back the severed 
heads of communist suspects. Jungle warfare in Malaya was a brutal business and years spent fighting the Japanese 
deep inside Malaya's interior had left elements of the British army desensitised to such violence.  
It was during the war against the Japanese that Britain had helped to train and arm the Chinese guerrilla units as part 
of its desperate struggle against an enemy which had swept through Burma, Borneo and Malaya. Their successes had 
earnt them medals handed out by the grateful and beleaguered British forces. But once the military pendulum had 
swung back in favour of the Commonwealth forces and Japan's imperial armies had been defeated in the east, Malaya 
fell back into British hands.  



  

Before the war, Malaya had proved its worth as a colony rich in copper and rubber. But five years of fighting had 
drained Britain of its own resources and had left the country close to bankruptcy. The newly elected Labour 
Government under Clement Attlee had conceded that while the sun may have already set on many of the conquered 
colonies of the British empire, Malaya was too valuable an economic jewel in the East to let go. Crucially, Attlee was 
supported by America's President Truman, who feared the rise of communism in South-east Asia.  
But Britain dithered, and for the first few months after the war, Malaya was left to manage its own affairs. This 
vacuum encouraged the three million Chinese-Malay, who had been discriminated against under British rule, to 
believe that they would at last win the right to self-determination – and they began to organise themselves into a 
strong political force.  
The returning British had no interest in working with their former allies, and so, when confronted by the nascent 
Chinese-Malay independence movement, London ordered its forces to crush the rebellion before it could get properly 
established. The Chinese communists were driven out of the towns and back into the jungles where they had launched 
their offensives against the Japanese. Under the charismatic leadership of Chin Peng, the communists now directed 
their insurgency against British colonial rule, targeting the rubber plantations and tin mines.  
It was the killing of three British rubber planters in June 1948 that triggered Britain's decision to declare the conflict 
an "Emergency" and put the colony on a war footing. But in war-weary Britain, a new conflict in the Far East was 
very unpopular. The élite jungle-fighting units deployed against the Japanese had largely been wound down, requiring 
the bulk of the army to be reinforced with inexperienced conscripts.  
Thus it was that the platoon of 16 Scots Guards which set out from its 2nd battalion's advanced headquarters at Kuala 
Kubu on 11 December consisted almost entirely of National Servicemen. Their orders were to advance to the remote 
settlement of Sungei Remok Estate, Batang Kali, where intelligence suggested there was a communist presence. What 
else was said about the mission has not been disclosed. But all the soldiers would have been acutely aware of the 
murder of three Hussars, ambushed that week by insurgents who poured petrol over the men and burned them alive. 
Unusually, the Batang Kali patrol was not led by an officer but a 22-year-old Lance-Sergeant, supported by a much 
older Sergeant who had seen action during the Second World War, fighting the German army in Greece. These two 
were the only professional soldiers among the platoon. Since none of the men spoke Cantonese or Mandarin, a 
Chinese and a Malay detective accompanied the patrol.  
The soldiers told an inquiry established a few weeks after the killings that they had arrived at the village in the early 
hours of the evening in the expectation of encountering enemy "bandits". But the scene they encountered was 
something much more mundane. The heavy rains that week meant the Chinese rubber tappers had not been able to 
work on the plantations and collect any more valuable latex from the trees. When the soldiers arrived they found the 
villagers busy gathering wood for the fires needed to cook the evening meal. This tranquil scene was shattered when 
the soldiers burst in and took control of the village. They separated the men from the women and with the help of their 
Chinese translator conducted interviews with all the villagers. According to the 1948 inquiry, conducted by Sir 
Stafford Foster-Sutton, the Chinese men were all detained as potential sources of intelligence, rather than combatants. 
They were kept as prisoners while the Sergeants decided what to do with them next. The Foster-Sutton inquiry 
concluded that the deaths were the result of a mass escape by the Chinese who had tried to flee into the jungle.  
It was not until 22 years later – in 1970 – that the official account of how 24 unarmed men had been killed by British 
gunfire began to unravel. The war in Vietnam was dominating the headlines in the British media and led to liberal 
commentators calling into question the UK military's role in its own "Vietnam" in Malaya. A number of the Scots 
Guards, haunted by their own experiences during the Emergency, had given statements to a Sunday newspaper 
suggesting that the deaths at Batang Kali were not the result of a failed break-out but were cold-blooded executions. 
Headlines compared the killings to the My Lai massacre in Vietnam, where American soldiers had slaughtered 
somewhere between 347 and 504 unarmed citizens in the south of the country, all of them civilians – mostly women, 
children and elderly people. There were calls for an official explanation of the Batang Kali killings, and the Labour 
government agreed to set up an inquiry headed by a senior Scotland Yard detective.  
Detective Chief Superintendent Frank Williams was well known to the public as the policeman who had hunted down 
the "Great Train Robbers". Now he and his team were given the job of exploring the events of 11 and 12 December 
1948. This would involve tracing all the members of the Scots Guards platoon and taking fresh statements from them. 
Some of the Guardsmen, now civilians and free from the constraints of military discipline, had changed their accounts 
of what happened at Batang Kali. At least one of the soldiers turned the official version of the shootings on its head 
and told the detectives that the platoon had been ordered to shoot the Chinese.  
Williams now concluded that the investigation could only be properly completed after a visit to the site of the killings 
and interviews taken from the Malaysian witnesses. He told the office of the then Director of Public Prosecutions that 
it was his intention to go to Malaysia as soon as possible. But political events intervened. In the 1970 General 
Election, Harold Wilson's Government was ousted from power and replaced by a new Tory administration led by 
Edward Heath. The Tories were less enthusiastic about digging up alleged atrocities from Britain's colonial past that 
might shame the nation. Williams was asked to make his report without further delay and without collecting the vital 
witness testimonies from the villagers. Shortly afterwards, the Attorney General, Sir Peter Rawlinson, made an 



  

announcement to Parliament saying that there was "no reasonable likelihood of obtaining sufficient evidence to 
warrant criminal proceedings". The case was therefore closed.  
What Rawlinson meant by his assertion about the state of the evidence has never been made clear. After all, Williams, 
the detective heading the investigation, regarded his work as unfinished business.  
It has taken almost 40 more years for ministers to look at the case again. The London law firm Bindman & Partners 
has unearthed vital new documents that suggest the Heath Government may have been prejudiced by their officials 
who had advised them in the case.  
A letter written by a senior official in the Foreign Office to the Director of Public Prosecutions shows why the 
Attorney General thought there was "no reasonable likelihood of obtaining sufficient evidence". The correspondence 
reads: "When the Batang Kali allegations were made public earlier this year, they formed headline news in Malaysia 
for several days. If the presence of a British investigating team now became known, the Malaysian press would be 
sure to give its activities close, and, possibly embarrassing, attention. In theory it might be feasible to limit publicity 
by avoiding public announcements. But it would be virtually impossible if the team wished to take evidence in the 
area of Batang Kali itself."  
The High Commission in Malaysia was also concerned over "local difficulties" which they said "might complicate the 
normal problems" connected with taking eye-witness statements 22 years after the event. The official wrote: "In 
making enquiries among Malaysian villagers the team may find it difficult to establish with certainty the credentials 
of witnesses claiming first-hand knowledge. In addition, the number of first-hand accounts could multiply if there 
were any suggestion that possible compensation claims might have some chance of success. Furthermore, villagers' 
powers of recall are rarely accurate."  
Successive British Governments have partly been able to quell interest in further inquiries because there has been so 
little support for an investigation in Malaysia. The Malaysian Government has also tended to treat the claims  
made by survivors and the families of Batang Kali as something of an embarrassment. Many Malaysians supported 
the Emergency and actively assisted in crushing the minority Chinese rebellion. When reports first emerged of the 
shooting of 24 Chinese communists at Batang Kali, most Malays celebrated it as an important victory in the conflict. 
After Malaysia was granted independence in 1957, Malayan ministers, who owe their own positions of power to the 
legacy of colonial rule, have been reluctant to open an inquiry into the killings.  
But now a group of Chinese-Malay businessmen and lawyers, some of whom were badly treated during the 
Emergency, are funding a legal case which is being prepared for the High Court in London on behalf of the families 
of those killed at Batang Kali.  
In the face of this legal action the Foreign Office has agreed to reconsider its decision not to hold a full inquiry into 
the alleged massacre. And last week, Foreign Office officials met representatives from the Chinese-Malay community 
and British lawyers to discuss how to take their grievances further.  
But for the survivors and witnesses of Batang Kali, time is running out – and any inquiry may soon come too late. 
Tham Yong's husband, Chong Foong, whose brother (and her finacé) Zhang Shi had been killed at Batang Kali, was 
the only male living in the village to survive the attack. He died last year, leaving Tham Yong as the only adult 
witness to the events of Batang Kali.  
Since her husband's death last year Tham Yong has begun wondering how differently her life would have turned out if 
her fiancé had survived the killings. What might have happened if the soldiers had let Zhang Shi live and the couple 
had married as their families had intended?  
"After the shooting we survivors were left without clothing, a home or any money. We had nothing and had to rely on 
others for support. We were very sad because all these people who had been killed were innocent. They were not 
communists, nor had they seen any communists, yet they were killed."  
One week after the alleged massacre, the police allowed the women to return to the plantation estate to identify and 
claim the corpses. "I found the body of my fiancé with that of many others. We took him away and buried him. One of 
the corpses was Lin Tian Shui, who had been beheaded. I later heard that a Malay lady saw his head and threw it into 
the river. The head was swept away by the current of the river."  
Tham Yong finally married Chong Foong in 1951. "It has not been easy for me, not easy at all. What I have always 
wanted, and all I have ever wanted, is for the British Government to admit to this massacre, to say sorry and pay me 
some compensation."  
And what of the British soldiers who carried out the killing? "Are they alive?" she asks. When told that eight of them 
are living out their peaceful retirements in Britain, Tham Yong says: "I have no hostility towards them. They know 
what they did. But now is the time for them to ask their Government to do the right thing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IT WAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS, HE LIVED ALL ALONE 
IN A ONE BEDROOM HOUSE MADE OF PLASTER AND STONE 
I HAD COME DOWN THE CHIMNEY WITH PRESENTS TO GIVE 
AND TO SEE JUST WHO IN THIS HOME DID LIVE 
I LOOKED ALL ABOUT A STRANGE SIGHT I DID SEE 
NO TINSEL NO PRESENTS NOT EVEN A TREE 
 
NO STOCKING BY THE MANTLE JUST BOOTS FILLED WITH SAND 
ON THE WALL HUNG PICTURES OF FAR DISTANT LANDS 
WITH MEDALS AND BADGES AWARDS OF ALL KINDS 
A SOBER THOUGHT CAME THROUGH MY MIND 
FOR THIS HOUSE WAS DIFFERENT IT WAS DARK AND DREARY 
I FOUND THE HOME OF A SOLDIER ONCE I COULD SEE CLEARLY 
THE SOLDIER LAY SLEEPING SILENT ALONE 
CURLED UP ON THE FLOOR IN THIS ONE BEDROOM HOME 
THE FACE WAS SO GENTLE THE ROOM IN SUCH DISORDER 
NOT HOW I PICTURED A LONE BRITISH SOLDIER  
WAS THIS THE HERO OF WHOM I'D JUST READ 
CURLED UP ON A PONCHO THE FLOOR FOR A BED 
 
I REALISED THE FAMILIES THAT I SAW THIS NIGHT 
OWED THEIR LIVES TO THESE SOLDIERS WHO WERE WILLING TO 
FIGHT 
SOON ROUND THE WORLD THE CHILDREN WOULD PLAY 
AND GROWNUPS WOULD CELEBRATE A BRIGHT CHRISTMAS DAY 
THEY ALL ENJOY FREEDOM EACH MONTH OF THE YEAR 
BECAUSE OF THE SOLDIERS LIKE THE ONE LYING HERE 
I COULDN'T HELP WONDER HOW MANY ALONE 
ON A COLD CHRISTMAS EVE IN A LAND FAR FROM HOME 
THE VERY THOUGH BROUGHT A TEAR TO MY EYE 
I DROPPED TO MY KNEES AND STARTED TO CRY 
THE SOLDIER AWAKENED AND I HEARD A ROUGH VOICE  
'SANTA DON'T CRY THIS LIFE IS MY CHOICE 
 
I FIGHT FOR FREEDOM I DON'T ASK FOR MORE 
MY LIFE IS MY GOD, MY COUNTRY. MY CORPS' 
THE SOLDIER ROLLED OVER AND DRIFTED TO SLEEP 
I COULDN'T CONTROL IT I CONTINUED TO WEEP 
I KEPT WATCH FOR HOURS SO SILENT AND STILL 
AND WE BOTH SAT AND SHIVERED FROM THE COLD NIGHTS CHILL 
I DIDN'T WANT TO LEAVE ON THAT COLD DARK NIGHT 
THIS GUARDIAN OF HONOUR SO WILLING TO FIGHT 
THEN THE SOLDIER ROLLED OVER WITH A VOICE SOFT AND PURE 
WHISPERED 'CARRY ON SANTA ITS CHRISTMAS DAY - ALL IS SECURE' 
ONE LOOK AT MY WATCH AND I KNEW HE WAS RIGHT 
'MERRY CHRISTMAS MY FRIEND AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT 
 

 
IT’S CALLED REMEMBRANCE DAY 

 
In the month we call NOVEMBER, there is a special day,  

When the Nation prays in homage ~ it’s called REMEMBRANCE DAY. 
They march in celebration, those Veterans of yore, 

They honour those brave men that died ~ the men who went to war. 
They fought so we could all be free ~ to live in liberty, 

We honour their great sacrifice ~ each year we all agree 
To kneel in prayer ~ say ‘thank you Lord’ ~ to all who went away, 

Especially those who can’t return, those buried far away. 
So when you see them marching ~ those Veterans of old, 

Remember when they all were young and daring ~ truly bold. 
To fight the foe of evil, so we would all then say, 

Today’s the day we honour them ~ it’s called REMEMBRANCE DAY.  

 

Diffences 
By George Morgan 

 
Them and us, 
Us and them. 

We’re far better  
Say nine out of ten. 

Us and them, 
Them and us. 

Why are they different? 
What’s all the fuss? 
What they must do 

To fall into line, 
Is act as we do, 

Then all will be fine. 
What can they gain 

Being that way? 
Why don’t they comply, 

With what we say? 
How can they expect  

To live as we do,  
If they don’t agree 

To live this way too? 
Why don’t they dress 

As trendy as we 
Teaching their children 

Fashionable to be? 
Their politics, we know, 

Are well beyond the pale, 
Far too outlandish 

And surely must fail 
Someone with temerity 

Asked me today, 
To which group I belonged. 
Was it US, or was it THEY? 

 
 
 

"What is a Sapper? This 
versatile genius... 
condensing the whole 
system of military 
engineering and all that is 
useful and practical 
under one red jacket. He 
is a man of all work of the 
Army and the public - 
astronomer, geologist, 
surveyor, draughtsman, 
artist, architect, traveller, 
explorer, antiquary, 
mechanic, diver, soldier 
and sailor; ready to do 
anything or go anywhere; 
in short, he is a Sapper." 
 



  

GROWING UP 
By George Morgan 

 
Once we were boys. We played on the streets, 

We might have a penny with which to buy sweets, 
We’d chalk up the wickets, and belt a scuffed ball, 
Perhaps through a window, or over Gran’s wall. 

 
Once we were lads. We’d meet near the pub. 

We’d sometimes sneak in – with few pennies to rub. 
We’d chat up the girls and try to impress, 

But having no money, the outcome you’ll guess. 
 

Once we were adolescents. And we had good jobs. 
Saturday afternoon, we’d join the soccer mobs. 

Our other great interest was discussing cars, 
But he talk was of war in the workplace and bars. 

 
Once we were men. In uniform smart. 

We’d all volunteered – signed up for a lark. 
But then things turned serious, and we went over there, 

To face a dictator and to end the affair. 
 

Once we were warriors. Welcomed back from the war. 
We had done our duty – none dare ask for more. 

We, who’d survived, resumed our old life,  
And helped those less fortunate overcome strife. 

 
Now we are pensioners looking back down the years. 
Remembering past events as the mist of time clears. 
Passing on our heritage to the youth of our nation, 

Becoming once as we had been – The New Generation. 
 

 
THOSE THAT CAME BACK 

 
By George Morgan 

Much has been said, quite rightly so, 
Of the soldiers who did not come home. 

The shock and the stress of such great loss  
And the loved ones facing life so alone. 

 
But remember those, who did come back,  

Some wounded in body or mind. 
Flash-backs of events so horrifically relived, 

With the suffering so clearly defined. 
 

The veterans who did return from the fray, 
Must be honoured for all they gave, 

Secure in the knowledge their needs will be met, 
And comrades will approve from their graves. 

While stitching up the hand of a 75-
year-old Devon farmer (who cut 
it on a gate while working cattle), 
the rural doctor strikes up 
a conversation with the old man. 
Eventually the topic gets around 
to Gordon Brown and his 
appointment as Prime Minister. 
  
“Well, you know,” drawls the old 
farmer, “this Brown fellow is 
what they call a fence-post 
tortoise.”  
  
Not being familiar with the term, 
the doctor asks him what a fence-
post tortoise is.  
  
The old farmer says, “when you’re 
driving along a Devon lane and you 
come across a fence post with a 
tortoise balanced on top, that’s 
called a fence-post tortoise.” 
  
The old farmer sees a puzzled look 
on the doctor’s face, so 
he continues to explain, “You know 
he didn’t get up there by himself, 
he definitely doesn’t belong up 
there, he doesn’t know what to do 
while he is up there, looks a 
complete pillock and you just have 
to wonder what kind of idiot put 
him up there in the first place.”  
 
A soldier, who was habitually drunk, 
publicly announced to all the men in 
his company and surrounding 
companies that he was swearing off 
drinking and that all the other 
soldiers should give up this foul 
habit also. The other soldiers would 
tease him to fall off the wagon by 
giving him whiskey and get him 
drunk. Every morning he would be 
back preaching about the sins of 
alcohol. One day his tent mate told 
him he ought to give up preaching 
about the evils of the jug as he 
always ends up drunk. With a 
twinkle in his blood shot eyes he 
said " what, and give up all that free 
whiskey?" 
 

 



THE FOGOTTEN CONFLICT 
By Roy Russell 

  

 
 

This book can be purchased from Roy Russell for £12.50. 

Please make cheques payable to Roy Russell and send to  
3 Destaunton Close  
Alresford  
Colchester  
CO7 8AL  
 
For those that have already read and enjoyed the book and wish to make a donation 
please make cheques payable to either NMBVA or S.A.S Association and send to 

I am delighted to be able to provide the forward to ‘The Forgotten Conflict 1948 to 1960 Malaya’ 
which is the result of a combined effort by members of the Colchester & District  branch of our 
Association. This book started life as two separate and much smaller documents, which have 
now been combined, revised, updated and generally improved so as to produce this hard 
backed book.  The book contains many photographs not previously published.  
 Malaya and Borneo were a world away from the previous experiences of almost every one of 
those who took part in the Malayan emergency or the Borneo Indonesian Confrontation, during 
those traumatic days from June 1948 until August 1966, days when boys became suddenly men 
and those men suffered hardships, privations and experiences which often they did not believe 
themselves capable of surviving. But those who did survive (and thousands that did not still lie in 
those far off lands) emerged stronger and determined that, although theirs had been largely a 
‘forgotten war’ by the general public, they themselves would never forget what they had done, 
the firm (and often life-long) friendships they had made, and the comradeship that they had 
shared. Nor would they forget the friends and companions that they had lost and left behind, 
when they themselves came home. ‘We shall remember them’ is a promise regularly repeated 
and sincerely meant This book therefore, is a record of a few of the experiences of some of our 
members. There are many, many more tales that can be told, and perhaps one day they may 
form the subject of another volume. In the meantime, do read and enjoy this book, and perhaps 
you will come to appreciate a little more why…  Major John Lilley 

 
HELP THE HEROES 

 
The plan is to build seven Recovery Centres.  In them the seriously wounded from Afghanistan and Iraq 
will be able to retrain for new jobs in the forces, or in civilian life if they prefer. 
At the same time they will get rehabilitation for their injuries.  
Crucially, the homes will offer a military environment, so residents can benefit from the forces ethos of 
teamwork and mutual support.  
The officers and NCOs in charge will look after all their immediate personal concerns, from compo claims 
to counseling and the wellbeing of families. Residents will leave only when they are ready to embrace a 
new and bright future.  
It will have specially-adapted ensuite bedrooms, a common room, an IT room, a gym and a bar.  
There are also plans to buy top-of-the-range computer simulators, so soldiers can learn how to drive, fly 
and even shoot again.  
The need is even greater now than it was when Help for Heroes first started. Tragically, casualty figures 
are spiraling. 
Between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2008, 869 servicemen and women were seriously wounded 
in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
In the past year alone in Afghanistan, 114 soldiers have lost limbs, eyes or organs, suffered serious 
burns, permanent brain damage or other debilitating injuries.  
The seven planned Recovery Centres the campaign will buy are to be based in main regional garrison 
towns, so casualties remain close to their units.  
The first, a trial unit for 12 soldiers, will be at the Erskine Home for veterans in Edinburgh.  
Others are likely to be in Colchester, Essex; Catterick, North Yorks; Tidworth, Wilts; Northern Ireland; 
Pirbright, Surrey; Sennelager, Germany, and a South West location for Royal Marines. 



What we have done this year 

6th June 2009  - A coach party of branch members and their families attended the rehearsal of the 
Trouping of the Colour in London. 

2nd August 2009 – Minden Day Bury St Edmunds. 

9TH August 2009 – Colchester Park Memorial Service attended by members of the Branch, Service 
conducted by Rev. Tony Rose. 

                

15th August 2009 - The Merdeka Carnival to celebrate Malaysia’s 52nd Independence Day was held at Tun Abdul 
Razak ResearchCentre, Brickendonbury, Herts, 15August 2009. 
Most of the visitors were Malaysians, East Herts residents and British Army veterans of the National Malaya and 
Borneo Veterans Association, posted in Malaya (Malaysia) during the Second World War and post war conflicts. 

        

5th/ 6th  September 2009 – The coach party travelled up to Burton-on-Trent and spent a very enjoyable 
night at the Three Queens Hotel before proceeding on to the National Arboretum at Alrewas.   

    

 

  
   

  



     Presentation to R.S.M WOI A J Neal  

The inscription on the salver reads  
‘Presented to R,S,M WOI A. J. Neal,  
By the NMBV Association,  
Colchester Branch, 2009 

 

8th  November 2209 -  Remembrance Sunday in Colchester 

          
 

                 
 
9th November 2009 
More than 200 guests attended the 76th Anniversary Malaysian Armed Forces Day at the High 
Commission in Belgrave Square, London on Monday 9 November 2009. 
Guests included host government and corporate leaders, diplomatic corps and military attaches, 
Royal Malaysian Police Former Officers Association of UK and National Malaya and Borneo 
Veterans Association and community leaders.    

                     

 

  

His Excellency Datuk Abd Aziz 
Mohammed talking with guest 
Branch Member Richard Allison  
 



  

THE MADMAN BY Arthur Lane 
Part 7 

The Moon Riseth Lim was feeling the strain of the long slog through the jungle, unlike Lee Sen who had 
travelled many miles in this manner. They had covered quite a number of miles since leaving Kuala 
Lumpur and with nothing to occupy his mind, Lim was beginning to become morose and 
depressed, occasionally showing a streak of bad temper. He felt that he was entitled to some form of 
explanation as to why they were moving through the jungle when they could have been using public 
transport, not realising that the Japanese would most certainly have questioned their movements should 
they be captured, so he decided to confront Lee Sen at the next halt 
They had spoken to no one for several days with the exception of times when they required directions. 
The silence maintained seemed unnecessary. He had tried to involve Lee in conversation several times, 
but Lee was not prepared to talk while on the move. All that Lim was aware of was that they were 
heading towards Larek, which was situated along the railway line which they had been following for the 
last three days. Lee had said that they would be resting when they reached Ipoh and Larek was just a 
few more miles north according to the very old maps which Lee carried.  
As usual the sound of rifle and light machine gun fire could be heard from somewhere ahead. Lee San 
held up his hand to indicate caution as they stepped out of the jungle onto a small well worn path. They 
stopped while Singh listened for sounds of movement and examined the track for recent use. When 
satisfied he remarked that the trail had not been used for several days. “How can you be so certain ?” 
asked Lim 
Quietly Singh pointed to the ground and said “ If you will bend down and look at the grass, you will see 
that it is fresh and unbroken, look closer and you will observe that new shoots are forming around the 
dead grass, allow your eyes to observe an area of two metres and you will see that none has been 
broken down. New grass requires three days to germinate and broken stems dry out in the same time 
and as you see, the grass is quite clean and crisp”.  Lee removed his small haversack “We will rest for a 
short spell” he said, throwing his bed roll onto the ground. He walked into the surrounding jungle to where 
there was a stream, and started to bath. He was followed by Lim and Singh, who immediately began to 
douse themselves with the fresh running water.   
After washing and drinking their fill from the fresh stream, Lee Sen suggested that they continue their 
journey, then as the sun reached its peak and after having walked through the dark wet jungle for so 
many miles, the feel of the suns rays on his body added a touch of brightness to the atmosphere making 
Lim a lot more cheerful, even though the sound of fighting could be heard in the distance. “My brothers 
work in the Larek Tin mining company which is just a short distance from here” reminded Lee Sen “So we 
will be able to take a good rest before completing our journey”. He had hardly finished speaking, when he 
heard the snapping of a tree branch, Lim froze in his tracks, while Lee Sen moved quickly into the cover 
of the jungle to the left of the path. Lim was about to follow his example when a voice demanded in pure 
Cantonese” What are you doing here, do you not realise that you are on private property” In the jungle 
Lee Sen started laughing, “yes we know who’s property this is and it is most certainly not yours my friend 
Tam” 
The man who had spoken first walked out of the jungle, he was a young muscular Chinese youth, lean 
with a smile which could charm the devil, was Lims description of Tam.  
“Allow me to introduce you to my friend Pak Lee Tam” said Lee Tan “He is the fittest and most charming 
young fellow in the group, but do not allow the smile to fool you. He strikes like a snake, runs like a deer 
and kills as deadly as a scorpion”. 
Lim held out his hand, which Tam took smiling broadly with a look of benevolence and sincerity. “Tam 
served with the party in Tien Sen and I was his instructor, but now it would seem that he is probably more 
capable than I am”   
The smile never left Tams face as he placed a hand on each of their shoulders and guided them in the 
direction of the mines office. The two old friends began to talk and reminisce as they walked along until 
they came to the bottom of a small slope, on top of which was a wooden structure which had at one time 
been the company store rooms, dining room, and sleeping quarters. Had it not been such a bright sunny 
day, the scene would have appeared drab and bleak. Apart from the sounds of war rumbling all around 
everywhere was quiet and still, and Lim shivered as he approached the main door. On entering there was 
a smell similar to that of a church or a little used building. Inside there was a large hall leading onto a 
passageway, along which there were a number of rooms. Inside the first room there were ten beds on 
each side, with a table in the middle, several chairs and one or two small tables. At the far end a door led 
to the rear of the building and terrace behind which was a large garden. Discarding his pack, Lim 
walked on to the terrace overlooking the garden, beneath him a grassy patch where the mine owners 
family had probably had picnics or entertained, it was interspersed with small Hibiscus shrubs, but here 



  

and there the jungle was sadly trying to reclaim the land, which human hands had tried to convert into a 
garden of beauty.  
To the left stood the mine buildings and structures from pre- mining shafts. On an embankment was built 
a narrow gauge railway, which ran from the head to a slag pile and sitting forlornly on the line a small 
tank engine. Similar to its surroundings it was falling into decay, the paint stripping from its tank just like 
that on the metal structures of the mine. “I hope you like our little home” asked Tam of Lim, “follow me 
and I will truly surprise you”. He led the way through the bushes, along a well used path and across a 
small expanse of sage bush, to the base of the slag heap, 
outside which stood a small hut. Just inside sat a Chinese man of considerable age . He had a white 
beard, wispy hair and a toothless grin which never seemed to leave his face. He was about to invite Tam 
to sit down, but Tam pointed to the old mans bed which stood against the wall, indicating to the man to 
pull the bed away. At first the old man seemed reluctant, but seeing the determined look on Tam’s face 
he set about pulling the bed away. As he did so the whole of the rear wall to which it appeared the bed 
was attached, swung open like a large door, revealing a stairway leading down. Giving the old man 
instructions to close the door once they were inside, Tam led them down. At the bottom of the stairs there 
was a long tunnel which smelt of damp earth, sweating bodies and urine. As they proceeded the tunnel 
opened up into a much wider area. From this point, lights were situated at about forty yard intervals. 
There were other small tunnels each about the same distance apart . Lim began to feel a little 
claustrophobic with an urge to run and find light and fresh air. The journey through the jungle and now 
this tour of the underground workings was beginning to effect his nerves, and he asked Tam where they 
were going “All will be revealed in a short time” said Tam, as they left the main passage and entered a 
much smaller one, at the end of which there was a door. Tam’s light knock echoed through the tunnels, 
and the door was opened by a Chinese youth, dressed in military uniform with the Chinese red star 
emblem in the peak of his cap. He stepped to one side to allow them to enter a room just as large as the 
reception room upstairs. At the far end there were two large blackboards around which were a number of 
desks and chairs in which were seated members of the Chinese peoples party.  
 The officer giving the lecture, quickly finished his dialogue as the three men entered, and came to meet 
them . First shaking hands with Lee San then being introduced to Lim and Singh he expressed the wish 
that they would soon find friends and comrades in the group. Captain Lo Yat was the leader of this 
particular section. He turned to the class and introduced them to Lim, Singh, and Lee Sen, before 
dismissing them for the day. The class then quickly and quietly left the room through a door behind the 
blackboards. As the door opened Lim caught the whiff of fresh air and he quickly filled his lungs. The 
captain and the others were in deep discussion concerning the war and Lim waited and listened. It was 
as well he did because the captain was informing them of the Japanese advance. First Patani, Khota 
Bharu, Singora, Kedah, Alor Star, Kroh, Sungai Patani, Lubok . The captain made reference to the 
speed with which the Japanese were advancing. With the sound of battle not very far from where they 
were now standing. He explained the orders, which applied to everyone in the camp, which was that they 
were to retire underground as the Japanese advanced. Everyone was to remain silent with the minimum 
of movement for twenty four hours. After which they would quickly build up their strength and attack the 
Japanese from the rear as quickly and as deadly as possible. He ended with the words, “Sabotage is the 
name of the game”. Talk continued as they walked along concerning the future of Malaya after the 
Japanese and the British had been kicked out. The captain seemed to relish the idea of kicking the 
British colonial pigs out of Malaya. “But first we must rid ourselves of the monkeys” he said referring to 
the Japanese.  
“Our headquarters at Perlis is still intact, and they have informed me that your colleagues have arrived 
safe and are at Malako waiting for transport onward to Perlis. He stopped and looked at the relief on Lee 
Sen’s face, “I will send word that two of you will be joining my section for the time being. I have lost five 
men in the last few days, three deserters and two who blew themselves away when they tried to demolish 
the ammunition depot at Kangsar”.  He turned toward Lim “You will receive excellent training while you 
are here, from some very good teachers” then abruptly he walked out.  
Tam, followed by Lee Singh and Lim left the room immediately, but Lim was surprised that it was a 
further two or three hundred yards before they came to the door leading to fresh air. He followed the 
others to one of the rooms at ground level where he was given extra clothing and allocated a bed space, 
later he was given a blanket and rifle. 
The captain had promised him that within a very short period of time he would be just as competent as 
the rest if he listened to Tam Lee Sen. All the men here with the exception of Tam and Lee Sen are 
volunteers like you, but in a very short time no one will know the difference.  
Over the next couple of days, as well as the usual training with and without rifles, they took Lim with 
them into the jungle, close to where the sound of battle was in progress, and from hidden positions they 
could observe these human beings shoot and blast each other to death.  Lim quickly learned the use of 



  

the rifle and how to also use the jungle effectively as a cloak and a friend.  As each day passed and the 
Japanese got closer to the mine, they each reflected on how they would all be required to live like rats 
below ground until the Japanese had passed.  
One day Chung Kha and Pak Yee had been sent out to check the progress on some outer diggings and 
took Lim along for the experience. The journey usually took about thirty minutes. While Chung Kha was 
showing Lim the excavations, Pak Yee went into the jungle to check just how close were the Japanese to 
their positions. Suddenly Tam came running and pointing to the excavations shouted, “Down, monkeys” 
and the three of them slithered down a ready made hole, followed by Tam, who pulled the camouflage 
cover across the entrance.  
Lim noticed that they had dropped about six or seven feet down a shaft, at the bottom of which a 
tunnel about three foot diameter ran at right angles and led into a circular chamber, from which other 
tunnels radiated. There were five in total. One contained food and ammunition, two contained blankets 
and stores and another sloped deeper into the ground and was shored up with timber. From the jungle 
outside there was no sign. They sat and waited for the Japs to pass. 
Tam whispered to Chung Kha “can you see anything?”   
“There are three or four coming our way” replied Chung.  
Tam edged his way past the others and entered one of the shafts,  slowly lifting the cover,  he spotted 
three Japs walking towards the position. They did not seem to belong to a large party, so taking careful 
aim Tam fired one round at the nearest Jap. All three hit the ground at the same time and lay still. Tam 
stood patiently watching with Chung kha and Lim closely watching him. It was nearly thirty minutes before 
the Japs plucked up courage to move, then one stood up preparing to move. Taking careful aim Tam 
shot him through the skull.  
Tam continued to wait for further movement, but after an hour it seemed that the Japs had collected their 
dead comrades and faded back into the jungle. Tam whispered for the others to follow, and he led them 
back to the entrance and out into the security of the jungle.  Darkness came rather suddenly as they 
walked back to the camp. It was nearly midnight when they arrived back, but they had not arrived 
unnoticed. Lim felt the cold nose of a Winchester as it touched his skin, and a cold calm voice stated 
emphatically “two more steps and you are dead” the reaction was the same from each as they froze on 
the spot, knowing that this was no idle threat.  
Chung Kha was ready to hit the ground, as Tam snarled out “put your gun down you silly fart”. The air 
was electric for Lim as he half expected Tam to be blown away, but Tam carried on issuing instructions to 
the unseen sentry “I have just taken the pin out of a five second grenade,  if you shoot now we will all go 
to hell” 
There was a rustle of leaves as the sentry showed himself, who began  asking “where the hell have you 
been?”. It was Kam Lai, “The captain going mad,  he say you are all silly shit and hope you get bullet up 
backside” Kam Lai was part Mongolian who as well as being a little simple, was not yet able to speak 
Chinese or Malay, he missed out certain syllables and words. “Captain he said you should go see him 
fast” he led the way to the large room which they had entered when they arrived.  Going to one of the 
doors, he knocked with the base of his rifle. “Come in” came the captains voice, and the four of them 
went into the room, Kam Lai leading “Pak Yee Tam” party returned, announced Kam Lai standing with his 
legs apart, his rifle across his chest, it was a stance he had seen on the cinema screen. He bowed and 
shuffled out of the room backwards.  
Captain Lo spoke quietly but with emphasis. “Where the hell have you been till this hour ?” he asked, the 
question being directed at all three. No one answered .  
“I asked you a question” snapped the captain this time looking at Pak Yee Tam, who jumped smartly to 
attention. “We have been killing Japs”, he managed to say.  
The captain reached for his jacket, similar to the men, he slept fully clothed so as to be ready for any 
eventuality. Looking directly at Pak Yee Tam he asked “who instructed you to kill anyone?” Then he 
paused waiting for the question to sink home before continuing “My instructions to you were for you to 
show the newcomer round the perimeter and acquaint him with the area. You were wrong to engage the 
enemy without my authority” 
Pak Yee Tam looked down at his feet as the captain went on. “You more than anyone else should know 
how necessary it is to keep our base a secret, the safety of everyone is dependant on each of us 
understanding how vulnerable we would be should our presence be made known .  
Tam slowly regained his composure and apologised, he knew that the captain was right and he had 
always expressed the situation crudely to them “Any one who shits on his own doorstep, is more than a 
fool, he is a menace to himself and everyone else.  
The captain looked directly at Lee “I do not wish to know of the circumstances, you will all go to your 
quarters and be ready to move at six thirty in the morning, I will brief you then”. 



  

The three miscreants walked slowly away each with his own thoughts and views, each feeling a little 
guilty.  
There was no need for an alarm call, the sound of enemy action and falling bombs shook them from their 
sleep, it was just six o’clock in the morning as the first bombs fell. At six thirty they met with the captain as 
instructed, who immediately led them below ground. Lim recognising that the entrance was the one he 
had entered a few days previous.  The captain did not appear any too happy that the Japanese bombs 
had fell so close. In his mind assuming that they somehow knew where his headquarters were situated. 
He stopped for a moment listening, he could hear the hum of the generators which supplied light and 
power to the installation. Turning to Tam he ordered that he should go and turn them off, having 
estimated that the emergency batteries would be sufficient for the next few days.  
He opened a door leading into a room about twenty five feet square, encased in corrugated steel,  
heavily supported by large wooden pillars. There was very little sign of condensation, but along one of 
the walls could be heard the distinct noise of dripping water. Spaced round the room there were six beds 
made from bamboo and rattan. Two of the beds were occupied by two Malay boys about six or seven 
years old. They had the gaunt appearance of those who had suffered shock or who had been subjected 
to harsh treatment, their bodies also displaying cuts and bruises. On a third bed in the corner lay a 
young girl about the same age, she had been shot in the chest. The bullet having passed straight through 
her had left a clean hole at the point of entry and departure. On a fourth bed close by the door, was a 
woman possibly in her late thirties. She had been badly beaten and although she had no obvious 
wounds,  if anyone approached she would cower like a whipped dog and set up a wailing cry. Each time 
she looked at the children she started to cry clutching her arms to her chest as if trying to squeeze herself 
invisible.   “I want you to talk to this woman and try to find out where she and the children have come 
from” asked Captain 
Loh, addressing Lim. “I have tried, but she does not seem to understand me” 
As Lim went toward the woman she let out a huge scream, which went echoing round the room and 
down the corridors. He tried speaking in Malay, but only the odd word seemed to register such as 
Loo, and Sia, (you and I) “I have tried Malay” said the captain “I have tried Mandarin and Canton, but she 
does not respond” Lim then spoke to her in old Dyak and the response was almost immediate. A flood of 
words came from her mouth, which she spoke so rapid that he could only grasp a few. He held up his 
hands telling her in Malay to slow down ”nanti, nanti sikit la”, ( take it easy slow down) he said . With a 
cup of toddy and just sitting by her side, Lim gradually acquired her confidence and she began to talk to 
him slowly, of how her village in the extreme north had been invaded by the Japanese, who although 
they were offered no resistance whatsoever, had begun killing the men of the village and raping the 
women, all the time accusing them all of being British sympathisers and spy’s.  
She admitted that most of the younger men had joined the local defence units, but that they had left the 
village. The only men remaining were those out working and hunting for food,. The remainder were just 
old men and children. Most of the younger boys had run off into the jungle in search of their fathers,     
The women immaterial of age were raped many times, several were tortured and executed. They had 
said that they came as friends, then they raped, looted, and stole all the food. Every ounce of rice was 
taken and I myself, was raped three times before they started to humiliate me and torture me in front of 
the children. After which they made me do things to my children while they laughed. One of them ordered 
me to follow him into the jungle, he was drunk I think and as he stopped to urinate against a tree, I ran, 
deeper and deeper into the jungle. I heard him firing his rifle at me, but providence was with me. After I 
had gone some distance and I could run no further, I stopped and sat down and tried to console myself. 
As I tried to clean the blood from my arms and body, two children came running through the jungle, a boy 
and girl. I could hear the Japanese coming as they fired their rifles. So we ran, the little girl fell down, so I 
picked her up and continued to run with the boy at my side. After running for some time I heard the sound 
of a child crying and directed by the sound came across another young boy from our village who had also 
run away. He was crying for his mother. I told him to follow me and, as it began to get dark we clung 
together and slept. I don’t know how many days we travelled but the last thing I remember was walking 
out across a made road.  I saw a Japanese soldier in uniform and passed out. I don’t remember anything 
until I awoke one morning and there was a Japanese soldier by my bed”. (The man in uniform she had 
seen was captain Lo. ) 
Captain Lo was not a man to show his emotions in public, but when Lim had finished telling him the 
woman’s story, he blushed red, and a sign of a tear came to his eye as he shouted abuse at the 
Japanese and their Greater Asian Co Prosperity sphere. “I will personally cut the balls of any of these 
bastards who come into my domain” he shouted as he left the room.  
Lim and the others began to clean up the children and brought water and towels for the woman, then left 
the room to allow her to clean herself up. Outside captain Lo had composed himself and was waiting, “I 



  

want you three to pack your kit and obtain enough rations for three people for five days and then come 
back here for instructions.  
The captain was still waiting when they returned thirty minutes later. In his hands he held a black silk 
ladies blouse trousers and under garments, he knocked at the door and entered the others following 
behind.    
The woman had finished cleaning herself and was attending to one of the young boys. She stepped back 
in surprise as they entered, even more so when the captain offered the clothing.   
Looking round the captain muttered under his breath, “how the hell do I clothe this little lot”.  
The little girl had by now awoke and although looking very pale, she seemed to be a little better, while the 
captain and the others were busy making her acquaintance Tam left the room, returning a short while 
later carrying three sarongs.  As he came back the captain raised his brow questioningly. “Oh they were 
among the clothing which we found when we first came here”, said Tam “although they may be a little on 
the large side, I would imagine that the children can fold them to half the size”.  
The captain invited them all to sit while he explained what was about to happen. “There are certain 
papers which I need to send back to Singapore and to do this I intend that the woman and children are 
taken to Kuala Lumpur, at the same time, the girl can be taken down to the hospital, and the others can 
be taken to one of the rehabilitation centres”. He looked at the three and continued, “It will not take you 
more than three days if you are smart,  you will not be required to stay over in KL, just hand over the 
papers, the woman and the children and then return” Looking at Lim he went on “I know that you have 
only just come from Kuala Lumpur, but these things happen, if you do not wish to return there, I can have 
one of the other men take your place”   
“But there is a hospital at Ipoh which is much closer” advised Lim “surely it would be quicker to go there” 
The captain seemed a little annoyed as he replied “No, the hospital at Ipoh is overflowing with sick and 
wounded, also to return these people to a place where there is every chance that they could be picked up 
by the Japanese once more would be stupid, If you have not already realised it, the Japanese are all 
round Ipoh” Lim sighed. “My apologies captain, I was only thinking of how close we are to Ipoh”. Without 
further argument the captain asked “I suppose you will want to visit your family and girl friend when you 
get to KL? “ Lim’s eyes lit up, “I will inform KL that you are on your way, go now and may you have a safe 
journey.  
The captain left the three to get on with the project in hand, outside in the daylight several of their 
comrades stood waiting to accompany them on the first few miles of their journey. Two men carried the 
boys, piggy back style with 
two more carrying a stretcher on which was the little girl, the woman walked by their side whenever 
possible.  
The first part of the journey passed very quickly, and once arriving on the outskirts of the mining district 
the parties split. The main body travelling east, those with the boys and the woman walked unaided and 
Tam Lee and Lim took turns with the stretcher. The one not carrying the stretcher went ahead for one or 
two hours, and every four hours a halt was called for a one hour rest.       
Finally just before sunset, Lam went ahead to locate a place to rest for the night. Within minutes he 
returned to inform that he had located an empty kampong about five hundred yards ahead, this seemed 
to put a bit of heart into the youngsters, who although in a small way were enjoying the adventure, they 
were missing their parents. “There is always the possibility that someone from the kampong might return 
and take the children off our hands” said Lim hopefully, but no one was listening they had seen the 
kampong and were racing ahead to settle down before the sun set. .  
The kampong consisted of just four or five small dwellings, which seemed to have been hastily 
evacuated, probably at the first sounds of war or sight of the Japanese bombers passing over. There was 
ample food and fuel, plus eating utensils which had been left behind as residents had quickly deserted 
the area. Chung and the woman began to prepare a meal of sorts from the store of dried beef and rice. 
Pak Yee Tam went foraging in the huts in the hope of finding something of value.  
Leaving the kampong, he had followed the furrows left by the oxen carts. After a few yards the track 
widened, and at the far end he could see a small light burning and decided to investigate.  
The light was coming from a small shack, inside which a man of about forty years was busy repairing a 
motor engine, which was resting on trestles. The engine was also suspended on a chain attached to an 
overhead beam. Pak Yee Tam was not a man to stand on ceremony and he boldly entered. The man, not 
totally surprised looked up and asked “what can I do for you?” Tam looked the man up and down not 
quite certain if he was Mongolian, Korean or Jap. “I was wondering why all the people in this area have 
run away, yet you are still remaining.. Is it that you are not afraid of the Japanese?. “ The man scratched 
his head with a greasy hand as Tam continued “What is so important that makes you burn the midnight 
oil?”.  



  

The man shrugged his shoulders, he was a large man for a Chinese, “If it is any of your business, I own 
the land, the property and the business and no monkey is going to take it away from me without a 
struggle, and in answer to your first question, I do not see any reason why I should leave my own 
property on the whim of a rumour”. He wiped the sweat from his brow with the back of his huge hands 
and continued, “I need this vehicle for my work carrying the deceased to their places of rest”. Then as an 
afterthought “I also own the grave yard”. He stood up with his hands firmly on his hips and looked Tam in 
the eye.  “So you are the funeral man round here?” asked Tam. “Correct” replied the big man.  
Pak Yee Tam was not used to anyone giving him an argument and he was about to issue forth with a 
stream of obscenities, when his brain suddenly slipped into neutral, closing his mouth just as quickly as 
he had opened it. A truck he thought, just what we need. He was about to ask further questions 
concerning the vehicle engine when the man said, “Might I ask what you are doing in these parts ?, you 
are obviously a stranger” He suddenly caught sight of the rifle slung over Tam’s neck. “I see that you are 
armed also, could it be that you are one of the bandits responsible for looting the villages in these 
parts?”.  
Pak Yee Tam was annoyed now, no one had ever accused him of being a bandit and he took the rifle 
from off his shoulder and was about to give a demonstration, then thinking better of it “I am a scout for 
the British forces and my job is to search for desirable places to set up camp and at the same time get rid 
of undesirables in the area”. 
The man was feeling a little non plussed and wanting to get back to work was about to accept Tam’s 
explanation, although he could not understand why the British would employ an apparent Chinese rebel 
to work for them in this manner. He shrugged his shoulders, thinking to himself that it was none of his 
business, his lively hood was looking after the dead, and there were enough of them to keep him going 
for some time to come. 
“I will bid you goodnight then” said Tam, waving his arm in the air and backing out of the shack. Walking 
back to join the others, he began to mull over a plan which would hopefully provide them with transport to 
carry everyone down to KL.  
Arriving back at the shack, he found that the others had finished their meal, the children were asleep in 
makeshift beds. Lim had assumed that Tam had been out surveying the next days move, and walked to 
meet him,  followed by Chung Kha carrying a bowl of steaming rice and some savoury meat, which he 
placed on an upturned box. “Eat” said Chung Kha. They all waited as Tam ravenously despatched the 
food, not speaking a word. Then when he had finished eating  “We will all get up early in the morning 
suggested Tam”. He looked round his eyes gleaming. “I have the beginnings of a very good idea” Tam 
placed a hand on Lims knee. “If we play our cards right tomorrow, we will be travelling to KL in 
comparative luxury” 
“What has happened for you to make such a pronouncement” Asked Lim. Talking in a low whisper, Tam 
explained about the funeral wagon and its possibilities. “Why are you talking in whispers?” asked Lim” 
The woman and the children can not understand what you are saying and there is no one else about”. All 
three laughed at their own timidity, the children lying on the beds, hearing the men laugh, also joined 
in, not knowing what for. To Lim this was a good sign and he walked over to the woman and suggested 
that the children should sleep now, they would be required to wake early in the morning. Then he led her 
to an adjoining hut followed by Chung Kha gently carrying the little girl. In the hut there was the remnants 
of two beds and some bits of blanket. Lim indicated that this was where they should sleep.  
The three men sat talking in whispers, discussing the plan put forward by Tam. Then after eliminating the 
obvious, they set out toward the funeral directors hut. Stopping at a reasonable distance but close 
enough to enable them to watch the mans movements by the light from the crude lamp, all the time their 
minds willing him to go to bed. 
It seemed ages till they thought that tiredness had eventually overtaken him as he seemed to walk out of 
the hut. Suddenly the sound of an engine being cranked up echoed through the night. They waited and 
listened with baited breath as the engine coughed and spluttered then died out. Then again the cranking 
and the spluttering until finally it sprung to life. a little noisy and rasping, but never the less it had become 
alive. 
The original plan had been to wait until early in the morning while the director was in bed. Then they 
would steal his motor by pushing it out of the shed and along the road until it was safe to start up the 
engine. But what they had now seen had put a different complexion on the matter. Tam studied for a 
short while “Why wait until tomorrow, we will take it from him tonight”. He started to walk quietly toward 
the humming motor, followed by the others, then loosened the rifle from his shoulder. 
The truck was now situated looking out onto the dirt road on which they were approaching. There were 
no lights apart from the crude oil lamp in the shed. The director was standing to the rear examining the 
tail board as the three walked in. With Tam standing pointing his rifle at the man, Chung Kha climbed 
behind the wheel and Lim jumped over the side into the back followed by Tam.  



  

The director rained curses on them, calling them rogues and thieving monkeys as he recognised Tam, 
and with the engine running, they waited for Chung Kha to start to drive. It had not dawned on them, that 
to steal a truck one must first be able to drive. Seeing their predicament, the director practically wet 
himself with laughter especially as each blamed the other.    
He was about to climb into the truck, but Tam brought his rifle up and pointed it at the mans midriff. “You 
will drive” he commanded. The funeral director was not about to be dictated to by any man, especially as 
young as these three, and he refused to move, until Chung Kha pressed his revolver to the mans temple 
and clicked the mechanism. There is nothing more chillingly positive than the sound the chamber of a 38 
revolver rotating behind ones ear. 
The director gave up his protest and with a cynical smile he asked where they wanted to be taken. At the 
mention of Kualu Lumpur, the man began to shout and rave “My truck will never travel that far”. When 
Lim explained that they would be taking a woman and three children as well, he went into near panic, 
protesting that the vehicle would be so much over weight that he wouldn’t be capable of manoeuvring it.  
Chung Kha took hold of the mans arm and directed him protesting into the hut. “You make a pot of tea, 
while my friends collect the children and the woman, and let me warn you, that I will not hesitate to kill 
you if you do not co-operate. 
The old man did as he was bid and it was not long before Lim and Tam returned, Lim carrying the girl, 
Tam the two boys, and the woman walking behind. While they drank their tea, Lim placed fresh 
bandages on the little girls wounds. Once completed, Tam placed two jerry cans of petrol behind the 
drivers seat and shouted for everyone to climb aboard. The reluctant driver took his place behind the 
wheel, with Chung Kha taking up the passenger seat and pointing a rifle towards the old man, who 
pressed the starter and the engine to sprang to life. 
After driving along the rough jungle track for a couple of miles they eventually came to the metallic main 
road leading in the direction of KL. The sun came out from behind some patchy clouds, signalling that it 
was going to be another hot day. With little shelter from the sun, those in the back of the vehicle became 
parched and restless. Lim suggested that it might be a good idea to pull off the road while they made 
some sort of shelter from attap and the branches of trees. 
The old man was about to apply the brakes when he spotted a few yards in front, the smouldering 
remains of what had once been a convoy of Allied trucks. Caught in the open they must have presented 
an easy target for the Jap planes. Gazing at the ghastly remains, Chung Kha shouted for the driver to 
carry on to a less open spot, so they continued they passed smouldering ambulances, trucks and half 
tracks, with the lifeless bodies spewing out from the vehicles. Others who had managed to crawl away 
had been sprayed with machine gun bullets. The stench of cordite and burning materials being wafted to 
their nostrils by the movement of the truck.  
Tam shouted to the driver to pull over, and leaving Chung Kha to keep an eye on the driver, he and Lim 
went to recover the rifles and ammunition lying at the side of the dead bodies. In performing this 
harrowing task, they could not allow their eyes to gaze for too long at the methodical destruction of what 
had been an Allied ambulance convoy, each truck vividly marked with its red cross insignia Lim felt that 
he was acting like a vulture by stealing from the dead, and he was grateful when Tam shouted for him to 
return to the truck. 
Once more on the move, they eventually came to the main road, where they joined the steady flow of 
traffic heading south for Johore and possibly Singapore. At the cross roads about fifty miles above 
Rawang, Tam suggested a further rest, and the driver placed the truck under the shade of some 
overhanging trees. Considering the distance which they had travelled, the old truck had stood up to it all 
very well and everyone was congratulating the driver. Within ten minutes of restarting however the engine 
began to cough and splutter, blowing out clouds of smoke from the exhaust and steam from under the 
bonnet, then finally with a bit of a clanging noise it just stopped. 
The funeral director took a look at the engine on which he had worked so diligently. Flinging his arms in 
the air, he started to cuss, rant, and rave Lim Tam and Chung Kha started to discuss their next move, 
should the director not be able to repair the engine. The two boys were playing behind some small 
bushes, and the woman was trying to get the girl to drink, when the sound of approaching aircraft caused 
Lim and the others to look up. 
Coming from out of the sun were two planes, from their appearance and speed obviously Japanese. The 
first burst of machine gun fire caused everyone to run around in panic. Men began to shout and curse 
these invaders, the woman and the children started to scream.  Especially the children, as they 
watched men and women from other vehicles which had come to a halt, screaming and pushing others 
out of their path . Lim part pushed  part dragged the two boys and directed them to lie down beneath a 
large bush. Chung Kha who had been watching the woman, picked up the girl and pushing the woman in 
front of him made for some bushes. The woman broke away and ran to where the boys were hiding. Pak 
Yee Tam, snatched the little girl from Chung Kha and ran over to a group of palm trees. Placing the girl 



  

on the ground, he lay over the top of her, to shield her. Lim darted to where the woman had joined the 
boys, and had only just made cover as the sound of the first bombs began to fall. Thankfully they fell 
about four hundred yards away. He looked up to watch as the planes performed a kind of aerial ballet, 
swooping and diving, dropping their bombs then shooting into the air only to return once more with further 
cargo of death. Afterwards returning to spray further destruction with their machine guns at anything 
which resembled a target. Some of those who had run into the jungle, inched slowly forward from their 
cover to watch the deadly display. One or two began to regain courage and resumed their 
journey, trying as much as possible to ignore the planes. Others began to pluck up courage and began to 
follow the rest heading south. As the planes departed, the road became once more flooded with the 
migrating throng. Lim hesitated for a short while, a subconscious act which probably saved his life. Above 
the noise of the departing aircraft, was the sound of further raids south of where they were standing, then 
out of the noise came the sound of a plane in trouble, the engine firing and stopping in rapid succession. 
Lim looked up as the plane bearing the British red white and blue insignia came veering above the 
road, just several feet above the heads of the departing throng. A Japanese Navy “O” followed firing 
stream after stream of machine gun bullets. Its angle was above the British plane, and a number of the 
bullets were hitting the people below. The British plane then dived and crashed and bursting into flames 
among those who were trying to escape. 
The Japanese pilot now turned his attention to the fleeing people, using his guns like a crop sprayer. A 
few moments later he was joined by two more of his brave compatriots. 
Then it was all over and the sky was once more clear. The raid had lasted not more than five minutes, yet 
it had seemed like hours. Lim stood up and began to dust the dirt from his clothes. He looked round for 
Chung Kha, then saw Tam lying beneath the palm tree and called out to him. Receiving no reply, he went 
over and as he approached, he could see the reason why Tam had not responded to his shout. At 
least four bullets had found their mark and one or more had passed through him and into the little girl 
who was beneath him. As he looked down and even before he had managed to shed a tear, the red ants 
were continuing the work of destruction left by the Japanese. He cried as he tried to brush them off, not 
noticing the occasional bites which he was receiving in protest. 
After a short while he went to collect a spade from the back of the truck, and as he walked he found one 
of the girls shoes which must have fallen off as they scrambled for cover, he picked it up, and holding it to 
his chest, gave vent to his feelings, he lay down on the grass and wept uncontrollably, and that was how 
Chung Kha found him moments later. Lim tried to apologise for his un- manliness, but there was no need, 
Chung Kha had seen for himself, he went on to explain to Lim, how he had helped the woman and of 
how she had run into the jungle after the boys. How he had gone in search without success. Between 
them they dug a hole in the ground, placed Pak Yee Tam in first and then the little girl. 
They managed to draw a rough map so that if they could possibly return later they would give them a 
proper burial. Afterwards they searched for some time to find the woman and the boys, but it was as if the 
jungle had swallowed them. They found the director dead by the side of his truck, so after quickly 
searching through his pockets and extracting the few dollars from his wallet and the watch from his wrist, 
they sat and had a meal of cold cooked rice and salt meat. 
After a short rest they began to systematically search the wreckage of the British plane, taking away the 
compass and the pilots revolver there was no sense in looting for the sake of looting. So before 
leaving, they dug a grave for the pilot, and just before filling it in, Lim noticed that the pilots watch which 
was still strapped to his wrist had stopped at 1046 am precisely. Picking up the rifle which had belonged 
to Pak Yee Tam.. “There’s no point in going on to Kualu Lumpur now”, Lim suggested to Chung Kha, who 
just nodded in agreement. It was now going to be the blind leading the blind, because neither had 
received much training in map reading or even self preservation. Lim would really have liked to go to KL, 
but at the same time he knew that he must rejoin the others. Placing his arm across Chung Kha’s 
shoulders he led the way along the main road leading to Tanjong Malim, so many miles away.  
After travelling for several miles, it became apparent that a large number of people from the north were 
evacuating south. Lorries, broken down vehicles, held together with string and elastic, handcarts holding 
family possessions, followed by children holding hands. With always the same muttered conversation 
coming from the adults, suggesting that the Japanese were just up the road. After a while by mutual 
agreement, they decided to leave the road and try to find their way through the jungle, hoping that they 
would not run into the advancing Japanese. 
They had walked for several miles in the steaming wet jungle when it started to rain. Within a short time 
the rain was cascading down from the upper leaves like miniature waterfalls. soaking them through in 
very short time and without either wanting to admit it they were lost,  with only the clothes they were 
wearing, three rifles, and twenty rounds of ammunition.     
“Maybe we will come to a kampong soon and we can ask direction” suggested Chung Kha. There was a 
long silence before Lim answered, “I suppose that there is that possibility, but with our luck I think it would 



  

be more possible that we will run into the Japanese army”. The rain was now cascading down in sheets, 
making a roaring sound as it hit the trees and leaves.  It was so heavy, that neither heard the sound of a 
group of Japanese soldiers, heading in the opposite direction and just a few yards to their right and many 
miles from their nearest troops. As the two walked on, they came to a much wider path and decided to 
follow it. Within seconds, Lim stopped dead in his tracks and pointed toward the ground. Chung followed 
the direction which his finger was pointing. There just at the side of the track was the remains of a fire, 
scattered round it bits of dried fish and rice, but more obvious to Lim was several spent matches and an 
empty cigarette packet, the packet being Japanese. Lim bent down, and picking it up read out the name 
of the brand “Mount Fuji mild”. Easing themselves back into cover of the jungle, they waited and listened, 
unaware that they had passed within a few feet of the enemy.  As the rain eased down into a slight 
drizzle, it became very dark. “I think they have gone”, said Lim “and we should be moving as well”. Chung 
Kha squeezed Lims arm as an indication that he understood, he did not wish to risk speaking, and they 
rejoined the wider of the two paths. Being wider, they were able to walk side by side and at the same 
time move a little faster.  
After a while the path began to broaden out more, a sure indication that they were nearing a kampong or 
village. Then suddenly they were standing on the border of a kampong. Approaching with caution waiting 
at a point where they could just see the shacks. In the middle were the remains of a fire, still smoking, the 
fumes catching their throats, so that it was all they could do to stem the urge to cough. 
Coming to the first hut, they could hear snoring coming from inside, beyond the hut, they could hear 
someone humming a tune softly. Peeping round the corner, Lim could see a Japanese soldier, 
apparently acting as sentry. Close by the fire were stacked several rifles and two small mortars. 
Lim turned, and placing his finger to his lips, he grabbed Chung Kha by the arm leading him back into 
cover of the jungle, when they were far enough away, he whispered. “ I think we have run into a 
Japanese army. What do we do, stay under cover here and wait for them to move or do we make a 
detour?” Chung Kha was obviously not a decision maker “Whatever you think best” he replied. Lim 
weighed up the pro’s and cons, then deciding that discretion was the better part of valour, moved off 
making a detour of the kampong, far enough away to be able to run, but close enough to be able to listen 
for any movement from the kampong direction.    
Leaving the kampong behind, they finally came to a small hollow in the ground. Putting the rifles in a 
secure place, they threw themselves down onto the damp grassy slope and in spite of the cold damp 
atmosphere, were soon sleeping.  
The sound of nature wakening caused Lim to awake also, and with his bunched fists rubbing his eyes, he 
had momentarily forgotten where he was. The sound of harsh guttural voices soon brought him to the 
present and placing a hand firmly over Chung Kha’s mouth, he shook him awake. 
Clasping the rifles, they slithered to the top of the hollow and from under the bushes they watched in 
silence as the Japanese came closer. From the sounds and the occasional words, Lim was able to make 
out that they were in a hurry, angry words were being exchanged and the occasional slapping could be 
heard although they had still not come into view. Above the voices now came the sound of men on the 
move, the clanking of mess tins and equipment, with rifles clanging against panakins. Soon they came 
into view, Lim and Chung watched in silence as they passed by just a few yards away. One man and 
then another slipped and slithered, hitting the ground with a banging and clanging, followed by a shout 
from the gunso and the laugh of ridicule coming from their comrades who had managed to stay upright. 
Just as the sounds had begun, they now began to diminish as the party moved further towards their 
destination. Finally the only sound was that of the bull frogs and the crickets. 
Lim and Chung walked cautiously toward the kampong, from where it was obvious that the Japs had 
come. The fire was still flickering and all around was the typical trade mark showing that the Japanese 
had been there. Discarded cooked rice, meat, fish, fruit, cigarette butts and empty packets, all scattered 
on the ground in typical Japanese fashion, similar to the aftermath of a children’s party. 
They stood close to the fire, trying to infuse some warmth into their cold numb bodies before making any 
further move. Once this had been acquired, they set about searching round the kampong, each with one 
round up the breach. The huts where the Japanese had spent the night were an exact replica of the 
Japanese life style, which was, if you don’t want it, throw it on the ground. The huts were filthy in 
comparison to the usual Malay huts. 
Lim entered a further hut, here family portraits and ornament had been thrown to the floor and broken, 
images of Buddha and similar icons were scattered around, broken beyond repair. Each hut they entered 
had received the same treatment.  
As Lim was about to enter a further hut, he heard Chung Kha shout from the far side of the 
village. Chung Kha was standing in front of a hut, that for some reason had a wooden screen around its 
base, similar to a store house or cellar. As Chung Kha led the way, Lim had the gut feeling of what he 
was about to see. The room was about twenty by thirty feet square, with rough round wooden posts 



  

supported the building at each corner and various points between. Secured to the posts were the bodies 
of several Malay men and youths. They had been tortured, bayoneted and killed. In a heap by the side of 
one wall were several bodies which appeared to have received similar treatment. The stench of death 
was so overwhelming that both men ran out side gagging for breath, and it was some time before either 
was in a position to tackle the remaining huts, which it turned out, although they had received the typical 
courtesy of the Japanese, they held no further surprises. After finishing their tour of inspection they sat by 
the fire, and having lost their appetite, settled for a cup of tea minus sugar and milk. 
The stench from the now decomposing bodies permeated the air, a greater incentive for them to leave as 
quickly as possible. 
Taking the track by which the Japanese had obviously entered the Kampong, they walked in single file 
Chung Kha leading. Something suddenly caught his eye and he suggested that they go back a few 
paces. Some yards into the jungle was a small clearing in the middle of which stood a large Tualang tree, 
its giant branches throwing a shadow across the clearing . Behind the tree were several bushes and 
clumps of bamboo. Attached to one of the bamboo canes a large piece of coloured material was fluttering 
in the breeze. It was the coloured material which had drawn Chung Kha’s attention. They walked toward 
the cloth, and long before they reached it they knew that they were going to find yet a further scene of 
Japanese atrocity. 
The piece of cloth was from a female Sarong or Kabaya, scattered around beneath the beacon were the 
remains of several females, young old and children, to the Japanese age was of no consequence, they 
had invented the word paedophile. The bodies were lying in contorted positions, and had been beat and 
tortured, bayoneted and raped. Their appearance was vulgar in the extreme and the stench which 
hovered about them was vile, polluted and obscene. Chung Kha had thought that the scene in the 
kampong had been revolting, but this surpassed all description of carnage. Several of the women had 
been staked to the ground. After the Japanese had completed their acts of debauchery. Lim scurried into 
the brush to be sick, his retching sending natures small creatures rushing for cover. The younger women 
had been used as comfort girls, but once the Japanese soldiers had completed their lust, they staked the 
women to the ground. 
Then in true Japanese Samurai fashion, they urinated on each one, after which they scattered sugar or 
gula mallaca over them. This created a stench which would attract the ants and other insects. Once the 
ants arrive they sting and inject a debilitating poison causing pain and nausea leading to in humans a 
lingering painful death. As an added horrendous deed, the Japanese had fastened one or two victims 
over the young bamboo shoots, with the knowledge that the bamboo grows very rapidly until it is six foot 
tall, so that anyone surviving for several days would feel the bamboo invading their bodies. Some of the 
lucky ones, if they can be referred to as lucky, had been shot in the temple. Now they were all dead 
having been used by the Japanese warriors to practice all their vicious tortures.. 
Chung Kha felt totally inadequate, with the rage building up inside he had no idea of how to express his 
disgust and he felt the urge to want to smash someone’s head in. There was no way for him to vent his 
feelings as his colour changed from red to normal and back to red again. 
Lim walked off into the jungle, with Chung Kha following slowly in the rear and as Lim turned to speak, 
Chung Kha burst into tears. Lim had never experienced seeing a man cry and he was a little 
embarrassed, then gripping Chung Kha’s shoulder, he eased him along towards the track, “Come on” he 
said, “there is nothing that we can do here, but one day God willing I intend to repay this debt twice over.” 
Travelling as quickly as possible and remaining well away from anything which resembled 
civilisation, they travelled for about nine miles, which was a good distance for jungle trekking, and it was 
beginning to go dark once more, darkness came quickly in the jungle. The sound of a running stream 
seemed like an invitation to dinner, so they bathed and washed their clothes in the remaining light and by 
the time they had hung their shirts and socks out to dry, it was far too dark to see a foot in front of their 
eyes and they lay down where they were and allowed sleep to take over.   
As soon as the sun rose they continued their journey, travelling adjacent to the path along which the 
Japanese had come. After a couple of miles, the aroma of cooking, possibly chicken. Chung Kha 
indicated to Lim to remain quiet and pointed to a spot ahead in the jungle where there was a wisp of 
smoke climbing lazily upwards. They moved slowly and cautiously, Lim making the motion of someone 
anticipating a cooked meal. As they came close to where the smoke was rising, they hid behind a small 
bush from where they could see the fire situated outside a small hut. There did not seem to be anyone 
moving about. and Lim was now feeling so hungry he could have killed a company of Japanese 
soldiers for a bowl of rice. As he crept closer he could hear someone singing and humming the song 
“South Of The Border down Mexico way”. 
To be continued 

 
 



  

BOOKIES CORNER 
 

by John Lilley 
 

  1. Defence and Fall of Singapore by  Brian P. Farrell. 
 
  2. Singapore Burning by Colin Smith. 
 
  3. The Colonel of Tamarkan by Julie Summers. 
 
  4. The Piano Tuner by Daniel Mason. 
 
 Being  a bit of a glutton for punishment, I have got through several books this time, and I think that each 
one of them is an interesting read, but (for fear of Annie saying that she doesn't have room to  squeeze it all in!) I 
will keep my comments on them as brief as I can. 
 
 Nos. 1 and 2 on my list both detail the invasion of Malaya by Japan, the rapid advance south by the 
Japanese army, and the capture ( a mere ten weeks later) of Fortress Singapore, but the two books give rather 
different accounts of the action. "The Defence and Fall of Singapore", while describing the action in some detail, 
takes the view that, while the Japanese were brilliant tacticians and  a first rate army which pursued its "driving 
charge" battle plan (similar to the German "blitzkrieg" in the West), exactly as planned, the British were 
hopelessly out-thought, out-fought, out-maneuvered, and were "lions led by donkeys" -  almost all of the senior 
British officers were deemed to be either useless or totally out of their depth, and the GOC, General Percival, 
was judged to be quite inadequate for the task which faced him. The Australian troops, in particular, are given a 
very bad report, being accused, with very few exceptions, of being unwilling to fight, deserting when the going 
got tough, and indulging in looting Singapore in the last few days before it fell. The Australian commander, 
Major General Gordon Bennett, was entirely at cross-purposes with every other formation commander, refusing 
to accept orders from HQ Singapore, and (contrary to specific orders issued to all officers just before the 
surrender) slipped out of Singapore and made his way to Sumatra, leaving his subordinates and his men to fend 
for themselves. He was the only officer known to have done this. Twelve days later, he arrived back in Australia, 
to universal condemnation. He never held another field command  in the Australian army,  from which he retired 
in 1944. 
 
 By complete contrast, "Singapore Burning" begins in 1819, by considering how Sir Stanford Raffles 
arrived in Singapore, how the island, and eventually the whole of Malaya, became British, and goes onto 
examine Japanese expansionist ambitions in the Far East. It was in 1941, with the war in the Middle East in full 
flow, with Tobruk besieged, and - with no resistance from the French, Japan had occupied French Indo-China - 
that Ogden Nash wrote 
 
    How courteous is the Japanese; 
    He always says "Excuse me please". 
    He climbs into his neighbour's garden 
    And smiles and says "I beg your pardon". 
    He bows and grins a friendly grin 
    And calls his hungry family in; 
    He grins and bows a friendly bow; 
    "So sorry, this my garden now". 
 
This book gives a much more balanced account of the Japanese assault through southern Thailand into Malaya, 
and on to Singapore. There can be no doubt that a golden opportunity to intervene right at the outset was missed 
by the reluctance of British commanders to move into southern Thailand,  and frustrate the Japanese landings, 
without authority from HQ Malaya in Singapore. Another golden opportunity was missed (again, for lack of 
instructions) when the Japanese had to break through from Thailand into Malaya by way of a route along "The 
Ledge", the only road through a single mountain pass. Demolition of this road would have caused such delay 
that defences further south might have been organised more effectively. However, once the Japanese were 
through,  the British forces (comprising mainly UK, Australian and Indian troops) were always overwhelmed, 
outflanked, and often out-thought. When the battle finally reached Singapore  itself, such confusion and 
disillusion reigned that, when the Japanese gained control of the island's water supply, General Percival had little 
option but to surrender in order to save the civilian population, as well as his own forces, from further 
punishment, even though he still had some 30,000 troops on the island under his command. 



  

 
 "Singapore Burning" gives a much fairer assessment of General Percival and his senior officers, 
however, and concludes that  they were over-whelmed and under-prepared, rather than "hopelessly inefficient". 
Also, they were denied many promised reinforcements, largely because the demands of the war in the Middle 
East and Europe were deemed to be more urgent. This book does agree, however, with the other book's 
assessment of Major General Gordon Bennett and his desertion of his troops by his escape from Singapore 
Island. 
   ----------------------------------------------- 
 
 My book No.3, "The Colonel of Tamarkan", is sub-titled "Philip Toosey and the Bridge on the River 
Kwai". I am sure we all know of, or  have seen, the film of the Bridge, but do we know the real story? I certainly 
did not until I read this book. The film, I now know, is only "faction" (ie fiction based upon fact). The film's 
Colonel Nicholson (played by Alec Guinness) was, in real life, Lt. Col. Philip Toosey, an RA officer, captured 
by the Japanese in Singapore, and taken, with thousands of other prisoners, into Thailand to build the "Burma 
Railway", a connection, long planned by the Japanese and the route thoroughly surveyed by them  pre-war, to 
link Bangkok to the Burmese railway system at Moulmein, in order to speed the movement of their troops and 
supplies up into Burma when they carried out their long -planned invasion. 
 
 Lt.Col. Toosey became Camp Commandant of the POW camp at Tamarkan, close to the site of the 
bridge over the River Kwae Mae Khlong (the "River Kwai" of the film). He was determined that he would do 
his utmost to  get his men through the ordeal of captivity, and set about organising them, and the whole camp,  
from the outset on strict regimental lines, incorporating other captured individuals and units into his routines as 
they arrived.  His system worked, and was well received by the prisoners and was respected by the Japanese 
guards. He encountered some major problems when the Japanese guards were replaced by Koreans, who were 
brutal and totally lacking in discipline. The film's account of the redesign of the bridge by Col. Nicholson is pure 
fiction - it was built as designed by the Japanese military engineers, and - although its construction was delayed 
as much as possible by  the men forced to work on it - it was eventually completed and taken into use. 
 
 It is interesting to learn that some 178,000 civilians (Malay, Burmese, Javanese and Singaporeans) 
worked on the construction of the Burma Railway; 85,000 died. Some 61,000 POWs (British, Dutch, Australian 
and American) worked on it; almost  13,000 died. Some 15,000 Japanese and Koreans worked on it; 1,000 died. 
By far the highest death rate was among the Malay civilians - 75,000 employed, 45,000 died. 
 
 Lt. Col. Toosey himself survived, and, on his return to the UK in November 1945, and after a long 
period of convalescence and recuperation, was able to resume  working for Baring's Bank. In 1947, he re-joined 
the Territorial Army, and helped to reform 368 Medium Regiment RA. He was promoted to Hon. Brigadier, 
given command of 287 Medium Regt. and (in 1951) command of 87 Army Group RA. He was awarded the 
CBE, became President of FEPoW (Far East Prisoners of War Association) and did much (often very privately) 
to help ex-POWs in need. As a result of his own POW experiences, he suffered severe heart problems, stemming 
from prolonged lack of protein in his diet    (a condition seen frequently among ex-Far East POWs by hospital 
consultants, and often dubbed "bamboo heart"); he raised more than £30,000 to expand treatment facilities for 
this and associated diseases at Liverpool's Sefton General Hospital. In July 1974, the University of Liverpool 
awarded him an Honorary Doctorate of Law, and, in the same year, the Queen bestowed a knighthood upon him. 
 
 Philip Toosey died on 20 December 1975, a much loved and respected man, but - in spite of  what the 
film may have portrayed - he was not Col. Nicholson. He was far better than that. 
 
                                                __________________________________ 
 
 My fourth book, "The Piano Tuner", was pure fiction - but written around real locations in Burma in the 
days before WW1. Many of these were places that I knew or had visited. Just light relief after all the other 
books, but none-the-less interesting (particularly when a beautiful Burmese girl, Khin Myo, arrives on the 
scene!) 
 
                                                  ____________________________________ 
 
 Get hold of at least one of these books if you can - they are all good, interesting reads. I am sure you 
would enjoy them all. 
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WELFARE OFFICERS 
 
Fred Burden              01245-495238     South of Colchester  
Nobby Hutchings      01473-410972    Ipswich – & District 
Dave Webb           01206-392423    Colchester -   & District  
Roy Russell           01206 827019    Clacton – & District 
Ron Bowman           01787 372335    Sudbury - & District 
If you need to contact a welfare officer please phone the Officer nearest your home town.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN MEMORIAM 
We remember with sadness the passing of 

Branch Members 
David Peck 

IN THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN 
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 

A warm welcome to all new members who have joined the Colchester & District 
Branch of the  NMBVA since June 09  
 
JOHN   CLAYTON     DURHAM    1ST BN DURHAM LIGHT INFANTRY 
MARK   FAGAN     KENNINGHAM    QUEENS DRAGOON GAURDS 
JOHN  GORING     GREAT WAKERIN     ROYAL ARMY SERVICE CORPS  
JOSEPH HUTT      IVER     ROYAL ARMY SERVICE CORPS  
LOUIS   JONES      PETERBOROUGH    1/3 EAST ANGLIAN REGIMENT 
DEREK KING      LITTLE CLACTON    1ST KINGS  DRAGOON GUARDS 
VINCENT  MCMAHON     STANLEY     1ST BN DURHAM LIGHT INFANTRY 
DESMOND PANKHURST     AUCKLAND    RAF BUTTERWORTH, KUCHING, LABUAN 
ALMA   WILLIAMS     BENFLEET     WIFE OF GEOFFREY WILLIAMS 

EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY 
Armed Forces Day        26th June 2010 
Minden Day – Bury St Edmunds       1st  August  2010 

Branch Officials  
 
Branch President  - Major John Lilley (Retired)  
Vice-President   - Major James Buckley-Saxon (Retired)  
Chairman    - Tom Wright -  01206 503615   
Vice Chairman  - David Jerome -  01787 379153  
Secretary    - Graham Reeves - 01621 855845 
Treasurer    - Annie Burden  - 01245 495238  
Committee Members  - Derek Oliver – Dave Webb – Roy Russell – Fred Burden  
     Ron Bowman 
Standard Bearer  -  Clive MaGrath  

 
 
  

For those that do not know Dave Webb, he is the one enjoying his 80th Birthday Party on the front 
page. 
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The bay from the lighthouse LighthouseTired & weary  

Knocking it back What a ‘Christmas – hot as usual 

On a jungle track Robinson FallsJungle waterfall 
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